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Interest Rates:  
At the December 16th FOMC meeting the Fed announced the first increase of the Federal 
Funds Rate in 9years as it raised the target for the Federal Funds rate to 0.25-0.50%. The 
high likelihood of this move had been well telegraphed to the market over the weeks leading 
up to the meeting so the decision offered few surprises. 
 
Through the use of the official statement, the dot chart and the press conference they 
emphasized the expected gradual nature for future rate hikes. There was a slightly more 
dovish tilt to the dot plot than reflected in the median dots that were unchanged for 2016, 
down one 25bps hike for 2017 and down a half hike for 2018. This is because FOMC 
members who had been on the higher end of rate projections moved to align better behind 
the baseline outlook for a gradual rate hiking cycle. While clearly that represents a smaller 
shift for the median, it nevertheless should be a reduction in uncertainties and upside risks to 
the Fed Funds rate. However, despite the revision lower, the Fed’s outlook for the path of 
the Fed Funds rate remains substantial higher than the path the market is currently pricing in 
and it is likely that the Fed will need to continue, as they have in the past, to move lower 
their yearend targets for the Funds rate.  
 
The attention of investors will now shift to the incoming data and the implications for the 
next potential rate move. Every press conference meeting is now priced for a 50% chance of 
a hike indicating true data dependency priced into the front end of the curve. 
 
Investment Grade:  
Given the improving economy and generally healthy corporate fundamentals, we believe the 
spread widening in the investment grade (IG) market in 2015 was due to elevated supply and 
muted demand. This supply/demand imbalance should moderate in 2016, which in 
combination with continued economic growth in the US and accommodative central banks 
outside the US, should allow IG credit spreads to tighten modestly. Global weakness could 
also be a benefit as it would likely result in a slower pace of rate hikes by the Federal Reserve 
and could drive yield-deprived foreign investors into US IG bonds, attracted by its relatively 
higher yield.  
 
However, we do not expect a large rally in spreads due to increased interest rate volatility 
and an additional embedded liquidity premium which will likely limit the amount of spread 
tightening which can take place. Therefore, a large portion of the return in the IG market 



next year will likely come from current elevated level of spreads, which offers investors a 
higher level of yield than this time last year.  
 
Within investment grade bonds, we like the following sectors: 

1) Banks as their balance sheets continue to strengthen to meet capital and liquidity 
regulatory requirements. Increased regulatory scrutiny also makes them relatively 
immune to leveraging their balance sheets.  

2) Life insurers which should benefit from higher rates and lower likelihood of 
releveraging.  

3) High-quality property REITs remain attractive given underlying asset quality and 
moderate leverage. Unlike other sectors, almost all of the REIT bonds outstanding 
contain meaningful covenants which prevent them from over-leveraging.  

4) Autos where balance sheets are healthy and EBIT margins have expanded.  An aging 
car fleet, pent-up demand, healthy inventory levels and capacity utilization and a 
supportive economic backdrop (improved consumer balance sheets and low oil 
prices) should support continued demand.  

5) Sectors and individual names where re-leveraging events and increased supply have 
already occurred and left attractive valuations such as telecom and media.  

 
We remain underweight in energy as there continues to be an oil supply / demand 
imbalance, metals & mining as Chinese growth continues to moderate - making it difficult to 
become comfortable with metal demand, as well as tight trading sectors which are also prone 
to re-leveraging risk such as healthcare and technology.  
 
High Yield:  
Barring a rebound in the next two weeks, 2015 would be the first negative return year for 
High Yield (HY) outside of recession years as pressure from lower oil prices negatively 
impacted the market. Over the course of 2015, we trimmed our exposure to HY and our 
remaining exposure is substantial underweight energy and metals & mining credits relative to 
the index. The failure to reach an agreement to constrict oil supply by OPEC, slower 
emerging market growth, and a potential lifting of international Iranian sanctions means that 
oil prices will likely remain depressed for the near and medium term. Given this lower for 
longer outlook for oil prices, the widely accepted view is that the HY commodity sector will 
experience an increase in defaults in the coming year. The real question is whether defaults 
remain limited to the commodity (energy and metals & mining) sector, or spill over to a 
wider set of sectors. Given our view that the risk of a US recession in 2016 is low, the spill 
over to the boarder HY market should be limited. Outside of the commodity sector, 
companies in the HY market have been very effective at terming out their debt maturity 
schedules over the next couple of years and while underlying HY company fundamentals 
have been deteriorating over the past couple of years, from a historical standpoint they 
remain fairly healthy. In addition, spreads in the HY market even excluding energy have 
widened substantial over the course of this year to adjust for higher expected defaults next 
year. Despite these positives we are not ready to increase our exposure to HY as the market 
must still contend with several uncertainties ranging from how investors will react to 
increasing default rates and the Fed’s hiking cycle, to trading liquidity and oil price 
uncertainty. Therefore higher than normal risk premiums are justified and will likely remain 
in place to some degree through the remainder of the credit cycle.  
 



The HY exposure we do maintain has very little energy exposure and focuses on the higher 
credit quality (primarily BBs and single Bs) shorter duration are of the high yield market. The 
spread curve in HY currently peaks around the 3 years duration portion of the curve, which 
suggests that there isn’t much benefit to going into longer maturities. In addition, short 
duration has traded like a low-beta version of high yield over the median to longer term.  
 
Mortgages:  
Real estate fundamentals appear to remain solid, which should continue to be supportive for 
mortgage credit assets. We believe US housing is well insulated from many of the concerns 
in the global economy, which should continue to bode well for legacy non-Agency mortgage 
backed securities (MBS). On the other hand, Agency MBS look expensive versus Treasuries. 
Elevated credit market volatility over the past couple of months has created better entry 
points in Commercial MBS. The sector remains less susceptible to retail investor inflows 
and/or outflows relative to sectors such as corporate bonds and has limited exposure to 
energy.  
 
Bank Preferred / Hybrid:  
Capital structures of US and European banks have generated attractive total returns in 2015. 
Both sets of securities have outperformed high yield debt, even after excluding energy 
credits in the HY index. We expect preferred / hybrid performance to continue to be strong 
in 2016.  Bank capitalization ratios remain at historically high levels and given increased 
regulatory scrutiny in the form of stress testing and macroprudential regulation, the 
improvements in fundamentals are unlikely to be reversed in the near or medium term. At 
the same time, supply should also slow down significantly from the pace we have witnessed 
the past few years, which should create a positive technical backdrop. Combined these 
factors continue to be supportive of moving down the capital structure.  

 
Disclosure: 
This document is not to be construed as an offering or intended as a recommendation to buy or sell securities 
and is being provided for informational purposes only.  These points represent the opinions of the author, and 
as such, should not be construed as investment advice.  Results shown are purely historical and are no 
indication of future performance.  Past performance is not intended to be, and is not to be construed as, an 
indication of likely future results.  Past investment performance should be only one of several factors when 
engaging an investment manager.  
 


